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TITLE: Britannia Atlas [An Illustration of the Kingdom of England and Dominion of Wales, by
a Geographical and Historical Description of the principal Roads thereof]
DATE: 1675
AUTHOR: John Ogilby
DESCRIPTION: John Ogilby was born in or near Killemeare (Kirriemuir), Scotland in
November 1600. When his father was made a prisoner within the jurisdiction of the
King’s Bench, presumably for bankruptcy or debt, young John supported the family and
used some of the money he earned to buy two lottery tickets, which won him a minor
prize. This he used to apprentice himself to a dancing master and to obtain his father’s
release. By further good management of his finances, he was able to buy himself an early
completion of his apprenticeship and set up a dancing school of his own. However, a fall
while dancing in a masque lamed him for life and ended this career.
Using contacts made among his high-born clients, Ogilby was eventually taken
to Ireland by Thomas Wentworth, 1st Earl of Strafford, on his appointment as Lord
Deputy there, and became tutor to his children. Ogilby then went on to establish
Ireland’s first theater, the Werburgh Street Theatre, as a consequence of which he was
made deputy-Master of the Revels in 1637. For the four years that the theater was open it
was a great success but it had to be closed as a result of the Irish Rebellion of 1641.
Having narrowly missed being blown up in the castle he was defending, and
after being shipwrecked on his homeward journey, Ogilby arrived back in England
penniless and without a patron during the closing years of the Civil War. Finding his
way on foot to Cambridge, he learned Latin from kindly scholars who had been
impressed by his industry. He then ventured to translate Virgil into English verse (1649–
1650), which brought him a considerable sum of money. The success of this attempt
encouraged Ogilby to learn Greek from David Whitford, who was usher in the school
kept by James Shirley the dramatist.
After his return to London in 1650, he married the widow Christian Hunsdon,
who had three children by her earlier marriage. In the following year he published the
first edition of his politicized The Fables of Aesop paraphrased in verse, and adorned with
sculpture and illustrated with annotations, illustrated by Francis Cleyn. The next few
years were spent in translating and the opening of a publishing business in London. The
Restoration of Charles II brought favor back to Ogilby with a commission to help in the
arrangements for the coronation in 1660 with the composing of speeches and songs. In
that year too he brought out his translation of Homer’s Iliad, dedicated to his royal
patron. A year later he was again made Master of the Revels in Ireland and he set about
the building of a new theater in Smock Alley, Dublin. The libretto of the musical play
Pompey by Katherine Philips, performed at Smock Alley in 1663, credits him as the
composer of the tunes.
By 1665 Ogilby had returned to London and published a second, revised edition
of The Fables of Aesop, this time illustrated by Wenceslaus Hollar’s renowned prints. He
had to republish the book in 1668 since his property was destroyed in the Great Fire of
1666. Rebuilding in Whitefriars, he set up a printing press there from which he issued
many magnificent books, the most important of which were a series of atlases, with
engravings and maps by Hollar and others.
After that fire destroyed the greater part of Ogilby’s plates and property, Brian
Harley says that Ogilby was appointed “sworn viewer” to help re-establish property
boundaries in the burned-out parts of London, while Margret Schuchard argues that
Ogilby was never a sworn viewer but nevertheless received “permission to make an
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exact survey of the capital” as part of his management of “an ever increasing surveying
business for the completion of his Britannia project”. Whatever the reason, Ogilby
learned surveying from the professionals with whom he worked, and during his final
decade threw himself into publishing geographical and cartographical works. He did so
well that he became the “Cosmographer” of Charles II in 1671, who, as his king and new
patron, was “‘genuinely excited by map and chart’”. Though Ogilby’s great map of
London was not published until shortly after his death, he put out atlases on various
parts of the world between 1669 and 1673 as part of his English Atlas: Africa (1670), Atlas
Japannensis (1670), America (1670), Atlas Chinensis (1671), and Asia (1673).
But his masterpiece and “the only original work of Ogilby’s geographical books”
was Britannia. Drawing on Ogilby’s surveys that were sponsored by Charles II in the
early 1670s, it was the most accurate and detailed road atlas of its time. Here is how
Catherine Delano-Smith and Roger Kain summarize his achievement:
Ogilby’s choice of scale, one inch to one (statute) mile, proved so suitable for general
use that it came to be adopted by later county map-makers, including, in due course,
the Ordnance Survey. Approximately 7,500 miles (12,000 km) of road, surveyed
consistently at 1,760 yards per [statute] mile, and 73 mail roads in England and
Wales, are represented on 100 maps and described in 200 pages of written text.

In 1674 Ogilby had been appointed “His Majesty’s Cosmographer and
Geographic Printer”. The Britannia Atlas of 1675 set the standard for the road maps that
followed. At that period some of the minor roads used the local mile rather than the
standard mile of 1,760 standard yards which Ogilby adopted in his atlas. Another
innovation was Ogilby’s scale of one inch to the mile (1/63360). These are marked and
numbered on each map, the miles further being divided into furlongs. In his 2008
television series Terry Jones claimed that one of the map’s purposes was to facilitate a
Catholic takeover of the kingdom, an interpretation that one historian agreed was
‘significant and highly plausible’.
Ogilby claimed that the first volume of the Britannia Atlas entailed surveying
over 23,000 miles of highway, of which only a proportion of which were ultimately
included in the Britannia. Perhaps Ogilby can be seen on the title page (by Barlow) on
horseback supervising the two surveyors with their perambulator, exiting stage right.
The format he chooses for his Atlas is highly original, a system of scrolled
parchment taking the reader from one destination, often London’s outskirts, to a
designated town looking only straight ahead. Each map measures 32 x 47 cm. Due to
weight (15 pounds) and size, the whole volume was clearly not for the convenience of
the traveler. A version of Ogilby was also later produced by John Senex in two volumes,
Bowles, London in 1757 that fit into a traveler’s pocket increasing its functionality.
Only once does a scroll (or at least the illusion of its unfurling,) received a
variation – when the traveler to Aberistwith, Wales takes a bifurcation to Oxford. The
rules of reading are made very clear and sensible in the preamble. Each strip has an
accompanying compass rose to register changes of orientation. The peripheral
information is eccentric and often perverse – but always fascinating.
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The Road from London to Aberistwith from Ogilby’s Britannia, 1675, Plate 1
The designer has supplemented the sheer sensibleness of the scheme with engaging little
vignettes on each map, some abstracted cartouches, some scenes of mythological fun
and games. Each strip-map has a decorative cartouche that contains the description of
the route. Many of the more naturalistic vignettes in these cartouches show pictures
of rural husbandry and the hunting scenes announced on the Title Page. Another
graphic game that varies the monotony is the treatment of the scrolls, the neat
terminations, or some chaotic rumblings. The illusionistic shading means that several
worthy hamlets are condemned to a permanent state of the penumbrum. Overall
Ogilby’s work covered 7,500 miles of road.
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Title cartouche from Plate 1 of Ogilby’s Britannia
Britannia’s Title Page, shown below, was designed by Francis Barlow and
engraved by Wenceslas Holler. It represents in visual form the intentions of the
publication, a guide to the traveler, merchant, huntsman, landowner - how to get about
on the roads of England and Wales. For the map-lover, Britannia is a revelation. Opening
the atlas, the reader discovers an elaborate frontispiece with two men, strip map in
hand, emerging on horseback from a London city gate over which flies the Royal
Standard. As they head along a road into the countryside, everything around them
bustles with activity. A horse-drawn carriage has already crossed a bridge ahead and is
beginning the trek uphill. To their right, the master surveyor on horseback instructs two
men on foot who are pushing a perambulator or measuring wheel—Ogilby’s “Wheel
Dimensurator”—to ascertain the length of a crossroad. In the foreground, four men
consult a map titled “The Continuation of the Road” (left). Nearby, four surveyors and
cartographers converse around a table cluttered with the tools of their trade, including a
terrestrial globe turned to Africa (right)—a subtle allusion, perhaps, to Ogilby’s earlier
atlas. Above is a banner announcing the title of the atlas and its promise to be the first
volume of a series. At the very top flutter three putti, each holding one of Ogilby’s maps:
a road map (London to Barwick, left); a city map (London, middle); and a county map
(Yorkshire, right).
The central figure puts London at the center of the publication’s concerns. Two
onlookers on a tower adorned with the Royal Standard (the book’s dedicatee is Charles
II) and defended with cannon and embellished with figure sculpture, point to the flying
banner with the tile of the book. In a surprising compositional device, the palace from
which its occupants are striding into the landscape, is set against a domestic roof top.
Leisured figures walk about or lie on the ground, arguing the case for the merits of a
loose leaf map. In the right hand corner, the cartographic profession is represented by
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three gentlemen sitting around a table with geometrical instruments and a globe on
which ‘Africa’ is clearly marked. With a dramatic switch of scale two mounted figures
advance on the open landscape from the portcullis of the castle. One rider consults a
solitary unfurled single leaf of the Ogilby map. Their intended path is a sort of resume of
the graphic potential of Ogilby’s maps, a trajectory over rivers, through woods to a
summit, with clearly identified local landmarks such as bridges, windmills, houses,
cornfields, churches and coastal beacons. Barlow shows much of the productiveness of
the countryside, the fishermen, the shepherd, the fowler, and in the distance, the port
with its shipping. A man on horseback (Ogilby himself?) directs two surveyors hurtling
along with a waywiser, often called a perambulator. The device also appears on the
heading to the Royal Dedication.
One chapter heading of the preamble offers a display of some didactic reasoning.
To the left are written works of morality, the Holy Bible in two volumes, a book marked
Laws. While on the right are a set of volumes dedicated to the continents, Africa and
Asia, culminating in Ogilby’s own Britannia.
Inside Britannia, the reader is greeted with over one hundred double-leaf maps.
Each contains six or seven vertically aligned and ribbon-like strips, each of which is
normally two-and-a-half inches wide and generally covers approximately seventy miles.
These strips could be cut out of Britannia or published separately, like those carried by
the man on horseback or by the angel in the upper-left of the frontispiece. However
presented, each map is read from bottom-left to top-right: the road named in its title
cartouche (top-center) unwinds county-by-county past landmarks—at measured
intervals and with direction changes indicated by compass roses—towards its final
destination. So clear is Ogilby’s presentation that “the reader can follow the road on
paper as if physically riding along it”.
Besides the frontispiece, the most discussed and reproduced of Ogilby’s
attractive maps tend to be those with title cartouches illustrating the tools that made the
national survey and Ogilby’s maps possible: namely, the theodolite or “surveyor’s
compass” used for determining the angles when roads change direction; and the wheel,
complete with its dial showing the distances measured in ten-mile revolutions. There is
also the headpiece on Ogilby’s dedication to Charles II, which shows two putti flanking
the British coat-of-arms: one cherub carries both a theodolite and a map of England and
Wales; the other rolls the wheel and displays a road map.
Accolades abound. Alan MacEachren says, “John Ogilby must be credited, in
large part, with popularization of strip maps for highway travel”. Ashley BayntonWilliams describes Britannia as “the first national road-atlas of any country in Western
Europe” and “one of the two greatest English atlases published before the nineteenth
century”. Katherine van Eerde exclaims that “in its comprehensiveness, its incorporation
of new devices of computation and delineation, and its opulence of paper, design and
decoration, [Britannia] immediately set a new standard for map-making in England”.
Brian Harley adds: “it remains unchallenged as the greatest advance in the mapping of
England between the 16th century surveys of Christopher Saxton and the county surveys
of the second half of the eighteenth century”. Pirated as soon as it came out, Britannia
profoundly influenced road maps for well over a century and established Ogilby’s
lasting fame in cartographic history. Britannia became so popular and was reproduced
so often that the Francis Edwards catalogue offers it at no more than £9 (item 829; item
830 at £5), a very appealing price for such a treasure. Especially as its advertised price to
subscribers in 1672 was a whopping £4 to £5.
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Britannia’s Title Page, designed by Francis Barlow and engraved by Wenceslas Holler
Amidst the bustle of this English scene, a master surveyor (on horseback) instructs two others (on
foot) as they push the perambulator or measuring wheel—Ogilby’s “Wheel Dimensurator”—to
ascertain the length of a crossroad (lower right). Above all, three putti with banners advertise the
atlas and its maps. Although Ogilby’s name is nowhere to be found, two names do appear on the
bottom: Francis Barlow, who drew the frontispiece (“Fran. Barlow inv.”); and Wenceslaus Hollar
(1607–1677), one of London’s leading engravers, who engraved it (“W. Hollar fecit 1675”),
measuring 35.5 x 20.3 centimeters (14 x 8 5/6 inches)
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The Britannia Headpiece containing the dedication to Charles II, which shows two putti flanking
the British coat-of-arms: one cherub carries both a theodolite and a map of England and Wales;
the other rolls the wheel and displays a road map.
Despite the achievement of his Britannia, Ogilby knew that an atlas exceeding 600
pages and seven kilograms (15 lbs.) could only reside on the tables of wealthy armchair
geographers. Not only was Britannia out of reach for most travelers and their budgets,
but its folio size made it cumbersome to peruse either on horseback or in a coach. As an
alternative, therefore, Ogilby published Mr. Ogilby’s Tables of his Measur’d Roads, whose
thirty-four octavo—or pocket-size—pages were filled with tables rather than maps and
descriptive text to indicate distances from one town or landmark to the next. By the third
edition, it had morphed into Mr. Ogilby’s Pocket Book of Roads; and by the fourth edition,
it had become Mr. Ogilby’s and William Morgan’s Pocket Book of the Roads. That title, now
featuring the name of Ogilby’s step-grandson and partner/heir, William Morgan (d.
1690), would still be used in one form or another as late as 1794, the date of its twentyfourth and final edition of 266 pages.
Pocket editions of Ogilby’s beautiful strip maps, by contrast, did not appear until
forty years after his death. Between 1719 and 1720, no fewer than three competing
editions hit the market: Thomas Gardner’s A Pocket-Guide to the English Traveller . . .; John
Senex’s An Actual Survey of all the Principal Roads of England and Wales; and the popular
Britannia Depicta or Ogilby Improved by John Owen and Emanuel Bowen. By the 1770s,
these direct offspring of Ogilby’s work were being replaced by Daniel Paterson’s A New
and Accurate Description of all the Direct and Principal Cross Roads whose own numerous
editions carried Ogilby’s ideas into the 19th century. Not until John Cary’s national
survey at the end of the 18th century and the publication of his New Itinerary in 1798 was
Ogilby “definitely displaced in the country as a whole by the new measurements in
complete road-book form”.
Britannia was also “an attempt at a scientific study not only of the roads but also
of the terrain and habitations on either side of the roads”. Guildford—the town that
tired travelers long to reach—appears on the third (from the left) of the six strips, just
above the compass rose pointing southwest; because it lay midway between London
and Portsmouth, Guildford’s inns were popular overnight spots for travelers. Ogilby’s
strip maps with their “linear view” are precursors to the American Automobile
Association (AAA) TripTik® maps that the AAA used to customize for member
motorists. Our traveler might as well be inputting Cobham and Guildford into
MapQuest, Google Maps, or the AAA TripTik® Travel Planner, so little have our methods of
giving directions changed over time.
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Ogilby’s wheel, however dated it may be, symbolizes human progress and
ecstatic obsession. As Ogilby himself attested, during his own lifetime the wheel had
become the surveyor’s high-tech tool, supplanting the chain for ease and accuracy in
measuring distances. With the wheel and his cadre of surveyors, engravers,
cartographers, and influential advisers, Ogilby seized upon the late 17th century’s
“economic optimism” to produce road maps of an ever expanding network of highways
and services. Because the historical Ogilby had better things to do than to push the
wheel around; he managed in a handful of years to impose order on the roads of
England and Wales, leaving maps, tables, and guides for future travelers to navigate
upon them. Moreover, given how “slight” were “the documentary and cartographical
materials available” to him, he overcame extraordinary obstacles:
Ogilby had to organize a perambulation of the roads, with the collection and
recording of the notes necessary for the construction of his maps, and the drawing
and engraving of the plates upon which they are represented, with the collection also
of the descriptive details relative to the towns and other places lying on or near the
roads themselves. He was in every sense on new ground, and his success is evidence
of the energy, determination, and organizing and artistic talent which characterized
his life in all its varied phases.

Strip Map entitled The Road from London to Portsmouth, “actually surveyd [sic] and
delineated…by John Ogilby Esq[ire]: His Ma.ties Cosmographer.” (1675). Plate 30 in John
Ogilby’s Britannia (London, 1675) measures 43 x 56 centimeters (17 x 22 inches).
Linking England’s capital to its naval port, this “great road” is the thirteenth “Direct
Independant” [sic] listed in Ogilby’s atlas.
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Ogilby was wildly successful . . . until death took him in 1676. Of the five
volumes he’d proposed for his world atlas, known as his “English Atlas”, “Europe”
never was published and other volumes remained incomplete. The final volume—
Britannia—was to have three parts, yet only the road atlas saw the light of day. Neither
Ogilby nor Morgan succeeded in raising the funds to publish his atlas of twenty-five
town-plans or his county atlas with descriptive text; and Surrey was not one of the three
county maps that Ogilby managed to publish separately. Even the astounding 12,000
kilometers (7,500 miles) of England and Wales that were mapped in Britannia amount to
less than a third of those he’d hoped to survey and immortalize on paper. And neither
Ireland nor his native Scotland appears in any of his work.
The Britannia, issued in 1675, is a landmark in the mapping of England and
Wales. After its publication, no map in England could be published without
incorporating his information. Contemporary and subsequent map-makers rushed to
pirate his work, without attempting to improve the information, yet, as with many great
advances, Ogilby had merely put into effect a concept of amazing simplicity.
As mentioned above, the atlas was composed of a hundred sheets of roads, with
each covering a distance of about 70 miles. Longer roads, such as London to Lands End,
were depicted on a series of sheets. On each map, the road is depicted in a series of
parallel strips. The surveyors noted whether the roads were enclosed by walls or
hedges, or open, along with local landmarks, inns, bridges (with a note on the material
of construction), fords, and sometimes even the cultivation being practiced in the
country on either side of the road. Hills were drawn to show the direction of their
incline, and relative steepness. Each plate in Britannia was accompanied by two pages of
descriptive text that consist of six sections: a summary of the road; a table showing
distances; a list of ‘forward turnings to be avoided’; additional information about
facilities found along the road, such as markets, fairs, etc.; and a list of ‘backward
turnings to be avoided’. These text pages are ‘rarely seen outside the full, bound
volumes of Britannia’. These maps were not always easy to follow, and their accuracy
was often compromised. The given scale was applied only to distances along the road,
not to roads that branched off to the right or left. Ogilby’s insistence on using the full
page/plate inadvertently prioritized some roads over others, for example, the ‘curious’
extension to Oakham from St Neots.
One of the most interesting plates was the frontispiece discussed above, which
illustrates the surveying techniques employed. The main requirement was to measure
distance correctly; this was achieved using a way-wiser, or wheel dimensurator. The wheel
was pushed along, and displayed the distance travelled on the dial. A similar, though
less accurate, device could also be fitted to carriages. Another important requirement
was to denote the changes in direction of the roads, which is shown by compass roses, to
overcome the schematic design. Similarly, the compass direction of significant local
landmarks, such as church towers, windmills, large houses and so on, was established,
and out-riders could then be used to ride to these landmarks, to take triangulation
bearings. These techniques were also depicted in the title cartouches of four of the
plates.
The Britannia was an immediate commercial success. Although it is not possible
to say how many examples were printed, four editions were needed in the first two
years to meet the demand. Unfortunately, Ogilby’s business rivals were also quick to
appreciate his work, and his information was quickly pirated by his contemporaries,
who inserted the roads to up-date their maps of the individual counties. One of the
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earliest examples of piracy were four schematic diagrams added by Thomas Bassett and
Richard Chiswell to their edition of John Speed’s Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain,
published in 1676. In private correspondence, referring to this piracy, Ogilby
complained that Bassett and Chiswell “have rob’d my book”.
In the following century, three pirate editions were published, in a pocketformat, which made them more convenient to use, and through this medium, Ogilby’s
survey work remained in circulation into the 1760’s, a remarkable testament to the
impact that the Britiannia had.
In September 1676, Ogilby died. His stock passed to his heir William Morgan,
who was encouraged to continue the projects. Morgan completed the map of London,
but despite attempts to revive the British Atlas, no further volumes were to appear, and
the existing printing plates were sold to other London map-publishers, bringing to an
end one of the most ambitious and important attempts to map England and Wales.
Despite the many reversals of fortune he experienced, Ogilby left a permanent memorial
in the Britannia, one of the two greatest English atlases published before the 19th century.
Among the many series of maps published before the 19th century, depicting the
English countryside available to the modern collector, the road maps of the Britannia
stand apart. No other series incorporates such a wealth of detail on the face of the
countryside that the 17th century traveler would have seen as he passed along the roads,
or displays it in such an immediate and comprehensible form for the contemporary
audience.
Perhaps the most striking examples are those maps that depict the roads out of
London; within only a short space of time, the 17th century traveler would have left the
confines of the City of London, as he headed for Aberystwyth, Wales for example. By
the time the traveler reached Hyde Park, he was deemed in the countryside, and en
route he passed through the villages of Camden, Shepherds Bush, East Acton and Acton.
All in all, Ogilby's maps represent a fascinating record of the English
countryside. Fortunately, his maps were printed in relatively large numbers for the
period, so individual sheets are readily available for the modern collector, and are
comparatively inexpensive, depending on the area shown. Despite its well-known
inaccuracies, John Ogilby’s Britannia was an innovative work: a combination of road
map, plan and a travel guide for real and armchair travelers. It shepherds the modern
reader along many lost interurban roads and represents England and Wales before
enclosure, turnpikes and tolls were introduced. Owing to financial difficulties, lack of
time and Ogilby’s failing health (he died in 1676) the work was eventually reduced from
six volumes to one, with a decrease from two hundred plates to one hundred. An
abridged version, Intinerarium angliæ, lacking the introduction and text descriptions, was
also published in 1675. The book’s size and weight (nearly seven kilograms) contributed
to the unlikelihood of it being used as a ‘guide for a traveler along a particular road’.
This impracticability, and the removal of plates from the collected work by readers and
purchasers, resulted in it being republished in single-sheet map form.
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The Road from London to Aberithwith on the Sea Coast com. Cardigan wherein are included the
Roads to OXFORD and WORCESTER…containing 199 miles, Plate 1
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The Road from London to St. Davids com Pembroke…containing 269 miles, Plate 14
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Road from London to Dover… containing 71 miles, Plate 18
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Road from London to Hith including the Road by Maidstone…containing 69 miles, Plate 20
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Road from London to Holyhead co. Anglesey North Wales…containing 269 miles, Plate 21
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Road from London to Barstable in Devonshire…containing 193 miles, Plate 32
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Road from London to Montgomery North Wales…containing 258 miles, Plate 44
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The Road from YORK to West CHESTER…containing 106 miles, Plate 89
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The Road from London to Lands End…containing 309 miles
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John Ogilhy (1600-1676) is one of the moot interesting of all British mapmakers. The multitalented Scotsman worked as a dancer from an early age to payoff his father's debts until his
career ended with injury. He was next active as a theater owner but his theater and all his
possessions were destroyed in riots, and then a literacy publisher whose stock was destroyed in
the Great Fire of London. Surviving these adversities, Ogilby went on to become Cosmographer
to King Charles II. After the fire of 1666, Ogilby became a 'sworn viewer' of the lands within the
City of London', property, and undertook a survey of the capital, petitioning the Corporation of
the City of London for financial assistance to fund the project. The project was much delayed, hut
eventually two of the greatest 17th century’s surveys of London were produced. While working on
these, Ogilby also conceived an ambitious idea for an atlas that never came to fruition. Instead his
crowning achievement was his 'Britannia, Volume the First: or, an Illustration of the Kingdom of
England and Dominion of Wales'(1675,) the first published road-book of any country in western
Europe. Ogilby’s portrait was made by the Dutch-English painter Sir Peter Lely, and engraved
by Pierre Lombart, a French engraver who worked in London during the 17th century. It shows
the bust of Ogilby in three-quarter perspective, wearing robes and a long dark wig. The portrait is
set within a octagonal frame and captioned with a Latinized version of Ogilby’s name,
surmounted by the family coat of arms.
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